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Abstract

Study Design: Retrospective cost-effectiveness analysis.

Objectives:While the incidence of traumatic spine injury (TSI) is high in low-middle income countries (LMICs), surgery is rarely
possible due to cost-prohibitive implants. The objective of this study was to conduct a preliminary cost-effectiveness analysis of
operative treatment of TSI patients in a LMIC setting.

Methods: At a tertiary hospital in Tanzania from September 2016 to May 2019, a retrospective analysis was conducted to
estimate the cost-effectiveness of operative versus nonoperative treatment of TSI. Operative treatment included decom-
pression/stabilization. Nonoperative treatment meant 3 months of bed rest. Direct costs included imaging, operating fees,
surgical implants, and length of stay. Four patient scenarios were chosen to represent the heterogeneity of spine trauma:
Quadriplegic, paraplegic, neurologic improvement, and neurologically intact. Disability-adjusted-life-years (DALYs) and
incremental-cost-effectiveness ratios were calculated to determine the cost per unit benefit of operative versus non-
operative treatment. Cost/DALY averted was the primary outcome (i.e., the amount of money required to avoid losing 1 year
of healthy life).

Results: A total of 270 TSI patients were included (125 operative; 145 nonoperative). Operative treatment averaged $731/
patient. Nonoperative care averaged $212/patient. Comparing operative versus nonoperative treatment, the incremental cost/
DALY averted for each patient outcome was: quadriplegic ($112-$158/DALY averted), paraplegic ($47-$67/DALY averted),
neurologic improvement ($50-$71/DALY averted), neurologically intact ($41-$58/DALY averted). Sensitivity analysis confirmed
these findings without major differences.

Conclusions: This preliminary cost-effectiveness analysis suggests that the upfront costs of spine trauma surgery may be offset
by a reduction in disability. LMIC governments should consider conducting more spine trauma cost-effectiveness analyses and
including spine trauma surgery in universal health care.
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Introduction

Traumatic spine injury (TSI), comprising of fractures to the

spinal column and spinal cord injury (SCI), is a major cause

of morbidity and mortality worldwide, often affecting young,

wage-earning males.1 Low- and middle-income countries

(LMICs) bear the brunt of this public health problem, and

surgery is often not possible due to cost-prohibitive spinal

implants.2,3 However, nonoperative treatment is associated

with a 4-fold increase in mortality.4

Prior to undergoing spine trauma surgery in most LMICs,

patients must gather funds to purchase implants, leading to

surgical delays, undertreatment of complex fractures, and gross

inequity in treatment.5 Due to insufficient funds, many patients

are relegated to nonoperative care, consisting of bed rest for 3

months.6-8 Case series from Nigeria9 and Ghana10 report opera-

tive rates ranging from 47% to 57% in patients with surgical

indications. While implants have a high upfront cost, the value

of spine trauma surgery may be realized through achieving

early mobilization, neurologic improvement, and return to

wage-earning jobs. Due to the heterogeneity of traumatic spine

injuries, complexity of spine trauma surgery, and poor research

infrastructure in most LMICs, no cost-effectiveness studies

determining the value of spine trauma surgery have been

attempted. A more complete understanding of the economic

benefits of operative care for TSI in LMICs is warranted.

Using a large cohort from a major East African referral

hospital as a pilot study, we undertook a cost-effectiveness

analysis comparing the benefit of operative versus nonopera-

tive treatment in TSI patients. It is our hope that this prelimi-

nary analysis will generate future cost-effectiveness studies and

facilitate comparison of spine trauma surgery to other public

health interventions.

Materials and Methods

Population and Setting

We prospectively collected de-identified data from a single

institution, Muhimbili Orthopaedic Institute (MOI), a major

referral hospital in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. MOI houses

approximately 380 general ward, 16 intensive care unit (ICU),

and 10 emergency department (ED) beds. Onsite imaging

includes X-ray, computed tomography (CT), and magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI). Payment is required prior to ima-

ging and surgery. Hospital costs are out-of-pocket for unin-

sured patients; approximately 86% of TSI patients treated at

MOI do not have insurance.11 For our analysis, all patients

were considered uninsured to assume the worst-case scenario

and maximize external validity.

MOI is the only center in Tanzania and neighboring coun-

tries that routinely offers surgery for TSI. While other centers

offer decompressive spinal surgery, this does not include the

use of spinal implants to treat acute spinal trauma.12,13 We used

prior reports to estimate the TSI burden in Tanzania and neigh-

boring countries of 154 patients per year with a 40% surgical

rate.11

Data Collection

Data was collected from September 2016 to May 2019 (33

months). Pediatric patients (<14 years) and those with simulta-

neous brain and spine injuries were excluded. From a total of

270 patients, we collected age, gender, days from injury to

admission, distance from injury to hospital, location (cervi-

cal/thoracic/lumbar) and severity of injury at admission and

discharge using the American Spinal Injury Association

(ASIA) Impairment Scale,14 type of surgery, number of levels

stabilized, and mortality. Appreciating that patients pay for the

majority of their care out of pocket, we adopted a health care

sector perspective with the assumption that a third-party payor

(i.e., government or other) would ultimately incur the costs

described. We obtained ethical approval from local and inter-

national institutional review boards. Patient consent was not

required as all clinical data was de-identified.

Interventions: Operative Versus Nonoperative Treatment

We investigated the value of operative compared to nonopera-

tive care for all TSI patients. During the study period, no offi-

cial spine trauma protocol was in place, and a pragmatic

surgical decision-making approach was taken. Both the deci-

sion to operate and the surgical plan were based heavily on the

patient’s ability to pay for implants.5

Operative treatment consisted of decompression of the

neural elements and stabilization of the spinal column with 1

of 4 operations: anterior cervical discectomy and fusion

(ACDF), anterior cervical corpectomy with tricortical iliac

crest graft and plate (ACC), posterior cervical laminectomy

and fusion with lateral mass screws and rods (PCLF), and

posterolateral thoracic/lumbar fusion with pedicle screws and

rods (PLF). Postoperatively, patients immediately began ambu-

lating, wheelchair use, physiotherapy, and mobilization.

Nonoperative treatment consisted of bed rest for a minimum

of 3-months, which included laying supine without walking or

wheelchair use until the 3-month period was over and the frac-

ture had healed. Ambulation, wheelchair use, or physiotherapy

was not provided during this period of bed rest.

Cost Data

We included all costs within the formal health care sector

defined as the sum of direct costs to the patient during admis-

sion. For nonoperative patients, this was calculated by adding
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the cost of 2 variables: initial imaging and length of stay (LOS).

For operative patients, costs followed the same structure with

the addition of operating room (OR) fee, surgical implants, and

postoperative imaging. Imaging costs included: X-ray

($11.17), CT ($66.99), or MRI ($93.79). LOS costs included:

LOS was multiplied by the daily fee charged for a general ward

bed. OR costs included: Anesthetic medications, OR tech labor,

and operative instruments used for each patient. Surgical implant

costs included: Screws ($69.23), rods ($20.10), or cages/plates

($29.03). No cost distinction was made between lateral mass,

anterior cervical, and pedicle screws. Using the foreign

exchange rate method, all costs in Tanzanian Shillings were

converted to 2018 US$. We calculated total costs with and with-

out a 3% annual discount rate for years 2 and 3 and presented

cost values as a range.

Disability-Adjusted Life-Year Data

We translated morbidity associated with TSI into disability-

adjusted life-years (DALYs) averted and calculated the incre-

mental difference between intervention scenarios. Health

effects in LMICs are typically measured by DALYs averted,

a measure of disease burden that combines both changes in life

expectancy and morbidity. Our principal outcome measure was

cost/DALY averted, a metric that quantifies the amount of

money spent to avoid years of life lost due to ill health from

a given disease. In the current study, cost/DALY averted meant

the amount of money required to avoid losing one year of

healthy life due to TSI. To calculate total cost, the patient

sample was used to calculate the average cost for both opera-

tive and nonoperative treatment. For the cost-effectiveness

analysis, to ensure comparison of equal groups, DALYs were

calculated for those who underwent operative intervention,

which was then compared to a hypothetical scenario that

assumed the same operative cohort was instead managed non-

operatively, consistent with prior neurosurgical studies and

considered standard among DALY analyses.15 The hypotheti-

cal nonoperative group was chosen because it facilitated com-

parison of groups with equal sample sizes, demographics, and

type of spine injury, which limited confounders and allowed for

direct study of whether or not the intervention was cost-

effective. That said, cost data for the hypothetical group was

taken directly from the actual non-operative cohort. In other

words, though the demographic and injury characteristics for

the non-operative group were hypothetical to facilitate a direct

comparison, all cost data used came from actual patient data.

DALYs are defined by 2 components: (1) the quality of life

lost due to a specific disability and (2) the years of life lost due

to premature death from said disease. Combined with age of

onset, DALYs are calculated with disability weights (DWs),

developed by the Global Burden of Disease Studies.16,17

DALYs range from 0 to 1, where 0 is equivalent to full health

without any disease or disability, and 1 is equivalent to death.

Each DW quantifies the added disability, or quality of life lost,

from a particular health state.18,19

We used the Tufts Global Health Cost-Effectiveness Anal-

ysis (CEA) Registry DALY Calculator, a validated tool that

converts non-DALY health metrics into DALYs, to compare

cost-effectiveness ratios of interventions using DWs, age of

onset, and age of premature death.20 Age of onset was the

average age of each subgroup below. Limited data exists on

the life expectancy of TSI patients in LMICs, so we used the

average Tanzanian life expectancy of 66 years from the World

Bank.21

DALY calculations vary based on 2 concepts: discounting

and age-weighting. Discountingmeans more value is placed on

a healthy year in the present compared the future. Age-weight-

ing assumes that health is more valuable in the earlier rather

than later stages of life. We used a discount rate of 3% and an

age-weighting factor of 0.04, which aligns with World Health

Organization (WHO) methodology22 and other neurosurgical

studies.15,23 Because TSI affects young, wage-earning males,

age-weighting was an important factor to consider when deter-

mining long-term societal costs of younger individuals. We

presented DALYs with and without discounting and age-

weighting for each intervention.24

Because surgery for TSI can lead to a variety of neurologic

outcomes, all with varying levels of societal contribution and

quality of life, a simple comparison of operative versus non-

operative treatment for all patients would not reflect the reality

of spinal trauma. Therefore, we divided patients into four sub-

groups that represented a range of possible outcomes including

quadriplegic, paraplegic, neurologically improved, and neuro-

logically intact. In the absence of DWs and prior validated

studies for these spine-specific scenarios,18,19,25,26 we chose

available DWs from the Global Burden of Disease 2016

study.17 Selections were based on clinical judgment of authors.

A full explanation of each DW is noted in Supplementary

Appendix 1 and presented below:

1. Quadriplegics: Compared operative versus nonopera-

tive patients with cervical injuries discharged with

ASIA A-C exams. Though ASIA C patients have motor

function, they are still functionally quadriplegic, unable

to care for themselves, or ambulate independently.

� Operative: spinal cord lesion at neck, treated

(DW ¼ 0.589).

� Nonoperative: spinal cord lesion at neck, untreated

(DW ¼ 0.732).

2. Paraplegics: Compared operative versus nonoperative

patients with thoracolumbar spine injuries discharged

with ASIA A-C exams.

� Operative: spinal cord lesion below neck, treated

(DW ¼ 0.296).

� Nonoperative: spinal cord lesion below neck,

untreated (DW ¼ 0.623).

3. Neurologically improved: Compared operative

patients who improved to ASIA D/E versus nonopera-

tive patients without neurologic improvement. This

cohort represents how surgery can offer substantial

improvement and help incomplete patients regain the
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the cost of 2 variables: initial imaging and length of stay (LOS).

For operative patients, costs followed the same structure with

the addition of operating room (OR) fee, surgical implants, and

postoperative imaging. Imaging costs included: X-ray

($11.17), CT ($66.99), or MRI ($93.79). LOS costs included:

LOS was multiplied by the daily fee charged for a general ward

bed. OR costs included: Anesthetic medications, OR tech labor,

and operative instruments used for each patient. Surgical implant

costs included: Screws ($69.23), rods ($20.10), or cages/plates

($29.03). No cost distinction was made between lateral mass,

anterior cervical, and pedicle screws. Using the foreign

exchange rate method, all costs in Tanzanian Shillings were

converted to 2018 US$. We calculated total costs with and with-

out a 3% annual discount rate for years 2 and 3 and presented

cost values as a range.

Disability-Adjusted Life-Year Data

We translated morbidity associated with TSI into disability-

adjusted life-years (DALYs) averted and calculated the incre-

mental difference between intervention scenarios. Health

effects in LMICs are typically measured by DALYs averted,

a measure of disease burden that combines both changes in life

expectancy and morbidity. Our principal outcome measure was

cost/DALY averted, a metric that quantifies the amount of

money spent to avoid years of life lost due to ill health from

a given disease. In the current study, cost/DALY averted meant

the amount of money required to avoid losing one year of

healthy life due to TSI. To calculate total cost, the patient

sample was used to calculate the average cost for both opera-

tive and nonoperative treatment. For the cost-effectiveness

analysis, to ensure comparison of equal groups, DALYs were

calculated for those who underwent operative intervention,

which was then compared to a hypothetical scenario that

assumed the same operative cohort was instead managed non-

operatively, consistent with prior neurosurgical studies and

considered standard among DALY analyses.15 The hypotheti-

cal nonoperative group was chosen because it facilitated com-

parison of groups with equal sample sizes, demographics, and

type of spine injury, which limited confounders and allowed for

direct study of whether or not the intervention was cost-

effective. That said, cost data for the hypothetical group was

taken directly from the actual non-operative cohort. In other

words, though the demographic and injury characteristics for

the non-operative group were hypothetical to facilitate a direct

comparison, all cost data used came from actual patient data.

DALYs are defined by 2 components: (1) the quality of life

lost due to a specific disability and (2) the years of life lost due

to premature death from said disease. Combined with age of

onset, DALYs are calculated with disability weights (DWs),

developed by the Global Burden of Disease Studies.16,17

DALYs range from 0 to 1, where 0 is equivalent to full health

without any disease or disability, and 1 is equivalent to death.

Each DW quantifies the added disability, or quality of life lost,

from a particular health state.18,19

We used the Tufts Global Health Cost-Effectiveness Anal-

ysis (CEA) Registry DALY Calculator, a validated tool that

converts non-DALY health metrics into DALYs, to compare

cost-effectiveness ratios of interventions using DWs, age of

onset, and age of premature death.20 Age of onset was the

average age of each subgroup below. Limited data exists on

the life expectancy of TSI patients in LMICs, so we used the

average Tanzanian life expectancy of 66 years from the World

Bank.21

DALY calculations vary based on 2 concepts: discounting

and age-weighting. Discountingmeans more value is placed on

a healthy year in the present compared the future. Age-weight-

ing assumes that health is more valuable in the earlier rather

than later stages of life. We used a discount rate of 3% and an

age-weighting factor of 0.04, which aligns with World Health

Organization (WHO) methodology22 and other neurosurgical

studies.15,23 Because TSI affects young, wage-earning males,

age-weighting was an important factor to consider when deter-

mining long-term societal costs of younger individuals. We

presented DALYs with and without discounting and age-

weighting for each intervention.24

Because surgery for TSI can lead to a variety of neurologic

outcomes, all with varying levels of societal contribution and

quality of life, a simple comparison of operative versus non-

operative treatment for all patients would not reflect the reality

of spinal trauma. Therefore, we divided patients into four sub-

groups that represented a range of possible outcomes including

quadriplegic, paraplegic, neurologically improved, and neuro-

logically intact. In the absence of DWs and prior validated

studies for these spine-specific scenarios,18,19,25,26 we chose

available DWs from the Global Burden of Disease 2016

study.17 Selections were based on clinical judgment of authors.

A full explanation of each DW is noted in Supplementary

Appendix 1 and presented below:

1. Quadriplegics: Compared operative versus nonopera-

tive patients with cervical injuries discharged with

ASIA A-C exams. Though ASIA C patients have motor

function, they are still functionally quadriplegic, unable

to care for themselves, or ambulate independently.

� Operative: spinal cord lesion at neck, treated

(DW ¼ 0.589).

� Nonoperative: spinal cord lesion at neck, untreated

(DW ¼ 0.732).

2. Paraplegics: Compared operative versus nonoperative

patients with thoracolumbar spine injuries discharged

with ASIA A-C exams.

� Operative: spinal cord lesion below neck, treated

(DW ¼ 0.296).

� Nonoperative: spinal cord lesion below neck,

untreated (DW ¼ 0.623).

3. Neurologically improved: Compared operative

patients who improved to ASIA D/E versus nonopera-

tive patients without neurologic improvement. This

cohort represents how surgery can offer substantial

improvement and help incomplete patients regain the
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ability to walk, though not to the point of being neuro-

logically intact.

� Operative: motor impairment, moderate (DW ¼
0.061), and musculoskeletal problems, legs, moder-

ate (DW ¼ 0.079) for the sensitivity analysis.

� Nonoperative: motor impairment, severe (DW ¼
0.402).

4. Neurologically intact with unstable fracture: Com-

pared operative versus nonoperative patients with an

ASIA E exam who remained neurologically intact.

� Operative: fractures, treated, long term (DW ¼
0.005).

� Nonoperative: low back pain, most severe, without

leg pain (DW ¼ 0.372); neck pain, most severe

(DW ¼ 0.304) for the sensitivity analysis.

Statistical and Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

We reported descriptive statistics using means/medians and

standard deviations (SDs)/ranges for continuous variables and

counts with proportions for categorical variables. We con-

ducted unpaired Student’s t tests, Mann-Whitney U tests, and

chi-square tests for data comparison. We determined the cost

per unit benefit of operative versus nonoperative treatment by

comparing the 2 scenarios and calculating the incremental cost-

effectiveness ratio (ICER; i.e., dividing the incremental cost of

operative compared to nonoperative care by its incremental

effectiveness, leading to our primary outcome variable of

cost/DALYs averted).15

Due to the preliminary nature of our study and uncertainty of

DW inputs, we conducted a sensitivity analysis with the less

straightforward clinical scenarios of: Neurological improvement

and neurologically intact at discharge. Based on the Disease

Control Priority Network’s cost-effectiveness threshold for

low-income countries,27 we used a cost-effectiveness threshold

of $200 per DALY averted (Tanzania is considered low-income

at <$1025 GDP/capita), which is a more conservative estimate

than the previously used GDP/capita ($1020).21,28-30 The cost-

effectiveness threshold of $200 per DALY averted was the most

conservative estimate and minimized the chance of overestimat-

ing the cost-effectiveness of surgery. All analyses were con-

ducted in RStudio, version 1.2.1335.

Results

Patient Cohort

A total of 270 patients met our inclusion criteria. The average

(SD) age was 34.8 (11.6) years and 84% of the cohort was male

(n ¼ 226) (Table 1, panel A). Patients traveled a mean (SD) of

322 (319) km to hospital to receive treatment. Forty percent (n¼
107) of injuries were to the cervical spine and 60% (n ¼ 163)

were to the thoracic/lumbar spine. Exactly half (n ¼ 135) of the

patients had ASIA A exams on admission. In total, 46% (n ¼
125) of patients underwent surgery: ACDFwas performed in 3%
(n¼ 4), ACC in 10% (n¼ 13), PCLF in 13% (n¼ 16), and PLF

in 74% (n ¼ 92). The rate of mortality among the entire cohort

was 11% (n ¼ 29).

Intervention Costs

There was no significant difference in the number of CTs or

MRIs between operative and nonoperative groups, but less

patients in the operative group received initial X-rays (n ¼
86, 69% vs n ¼ 120, 83%; P ¼ .011) (Table 1, panel B). In

total, the surgical group consumed 594 screws, 210 rods, and

21 cages/plates. Mean length of stay was longer for operative

patients when compared with those managed nonoperatively

(38.5 + 22.9 vs 27.7 + 21.8 days; P < .001).

Total cost of treatment in the operative group was $87515 to

$91369 vs. $29404 to $30698 in the nonoperative group (Fig-

ure 1). Cost per patient undergoing surgery was $700 to $731

compared with $203 to $212 per patient receiving nonoperative

management. Within the operative group, implants accounted

for most of the cost ($44 015-$45953; 50%), followed by hos-

pital stay ($20 277-$21 170; 23%), initial imaging ($11 764-

$12 282; 14%), operative fee ($10 695-$11 166; 12%), and

postoperative imaging ($763-$797; 1%). The majority of cost

in the nonoperative group was from hospital stay ($16 865-

$17607; 57%), with the remaining portion from initial imaging

($12539-$13 091; 43%). Total costs for each patient subgroup

are presented in Table 2.

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis Results

Of the 125 patients undergoing operative treatment, 8 were not

included in the DALY analyses because of missing discharge

neurological exams. In general, operative treatment had better

outcomes at a lower cost/DALY averted than nonoperative care

(Table 2). Surgery for neurologically intact patients with

unstable fractures would prevent 116 to 158 DALYs and had

a discounted, incremental cost of $497 per person (ICER com-

pared with non-operative care: $41-$58). Surgery for paraple-

gic patients would prevent 511-691 DALYs and had a

discounted, incremental cost of $497 per person (ICER com-

pared with nonoperative care: $47-$67). Surgery for neurolo-

gically improved patients would prevent 132 to 178 DALYs

and had a discounted, incremental cost of $497 per person

(ICER compared with nonoperative care: $50-$71). Finally,

surgery for quadriplegic patients would prevent 66 to 89

DALYs and had a discounted, incremental cost of $497 per

person (ICER compared with nonoperative care: $112-$158).

Taken together, compared with the a priori determined willing-

ness to pay threshold of $200 per DALY averted, operative

treatment of spinal trauma patients was cost-effective com-

pared with nonoperative treatment in the low-income setting

of Tanzania.

Sensitivity Analysis

Due to the exploratory nature of our investigation, we

conducted a sensitivity analysis to assess how varying DW
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assignments would affect our cost-effectiveness results. While

keeping all other assumptions within the DALY calculation

constant, we altered DWs for 2 of the more complex patient

subgroups: neurologically improved and neurologically intact.

For neurologically improved patients, we alternatively

assigned the operative group with the DW: musculoskeletal

Table 1. (A) Demographics and Presentation Variables and (B) Cost Variables.

Total (N ¼ 270) Operative (N ¼ 125) Nonoperative (N ¼ 145) P

A: Demographics and presentation

Age, years
Mean (SD) 34.8 (11.6) 34.1 (11.7) 35.5 (11.5) .332
Median (range) 34 (8-74) 32 (8-74) 35 (15-67) .237
Male, n (%) 226 (84) 101 (81) 125 (86) .301

Days from injury to MOI admission
Mean, (SD) 5.6 (10.6) 5.1 (11.0) 5.9 (10.2) .560
Median (range) 2 (0-105) 2 (0-105) 2 (0-72) .673

Injury site to MOI distance (km)
Mean (SD) 322 (319) 340 (325) 307 (314) .404
Median (range) 203 (0-1378) 273 (0-1166) 195 (0-1378) .597

Location, n (%)
Cervical 107 (40) 33 (26) 74 (51) <.001*
Thoracic/lumbar 163 (60) 92 (74) 71 (49) —

Neurologic status, n (%)
ASIA A 135 (50) 64 (51) 71 (49) .807
ASIA B 44 (16) 28 (22) 16 (11) .018*
ASIA C 22 (8) 7 (6) 15 (10) .231
ASIA D 24 (9) 13 (10) 11 (8) .551
ASIA E 45 (17) 13 (10) 32 (22) .016*

Operation, n (%)
Anterior cervical discectomy and fusion 4 (3) 4 (3) — —
Anterior cervical corpectomy 13 (10) 13 (10) — —
Posterior cervical laminectomy and fusion 16 (13) 16 (13) — —
Posterior thoracic/lumbar fusion 92 (74) 92 (74) — —

Levels stabilized
—Mean (SD) 2.1 (0.7) 2.1 (0.7) —

Median (range) 2 (1-4) 2 (1-4) — —
Neurologic status at discharge, n (%)a

Declined 6 (2) 2 (2) 4 (3) .684
Stable 201 (74) 96 (82) 105 (87) .408
Improved 31 (11) 19 (16) 12 (10) .209

Mortality, n (%) 29 (11) 5 (4) 24 (17) .002*

B: Cost variables

Initial imaging, n (%)
X-ray 206 (76) 86 (69) 120 (83) .011*
CT 84 (31) 43 (34) 41 (28) .341
MRI 186 (69) 90 (72) 96 (66) .234

Implants, n
Screws — 594 — —
Rods — 210 — —
Cages/plates — 21 — —

Postoperative imaging, n (%)
X-ray — 57 (46) — —
CT — 1 (1) — —
MRI — 1 (1) — —

Length of stay, days
Mean (SD) 32.7 (22.9) 38.5 (22.9) 27.7 (21.8) <.001*
Median (range) 28 (1-190) 35 (6-190) 23 (1-120) <.001*

Abbreviations: MOI, Muhimbili Orthopaedic Institute; ASIA, American Spinal Injury Association; CT, computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
aASIA discharge values were unknown for 24 patients in the nonoperative group and 8 in the operative group.
*Denotes statistical significance at P < .05.
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problems, legs, moderate. Under this instance, surgery for neu-

rologically improved patients would prevent 125 to 169

DALYs and had a discounted, incremental cost of $497 per

person (ICER compared with nonoperative care: $55-$75). For

neurologically intact patients with unstable fractures, we alter-

natively assigned the nonoperative group with the DW: neck

pain, most severe. Under this instance, surgery for neurologi-

cally intact patients with unstable fractures would prevent 95 to

128 DALYs and had a discounted, incremental cost of $497 per

person (ICER compared with nonoperative care: $53-$71).

While surgery had slightly greater ICERs for both scenarios,

the alternative DWs did not change our overall results.

Discussion

In a study from a tertiary East African referral center, we under-

took a preliminary cost-effectiveness analysis to evaluate the

potential benefit of spine trauma surgery. Based on a willing-

ness to pay cost/DALY averted threshold of $200, operative

treatment compared to nonoperative care was found to be

cost-effective in all four patient scenarios, with neurologically

intact patients, those with neurologic improvement, and para-

plegics being the most economically beneficial scenarios.

Given the complexity of cost-effectiveness studies in a spine

trauma population, and the dearth of these analyses in less

Initial imaging
$12,282 , 14%

Operative fee
$11,166 , 12%

Implants
$45,953 , 50%

Postop imaging
$797 , 1%

Hopital stay
$21,170 , 23%

Total cost for operative patients

Initial imaging
$13,091 , 43%

Hopital stay
$17,607 , 57%

Total cost for nonoperative patients

Figure 1. Total costs for operative and nonoperative groups.

Table 2. Cost/DALY Analysis Comparing Operative Versus Nonoperative Treatment in 4 Patient Scenarios.

Quadriplegic
Cervical, ASIA A-C

N ¼ 20
DALYs (3, 1, 0.04)-
DALYs (0, 0, 0)a

Paraplegic
Thoracic/lumbar, ASIA A-C

N ¼ 66
DALYs (3, 1, 0.04)-
DALYs (0, 0, 0)a

Neurologically improved
Improved to ASIA D-E

N ¼ 18
DALYs (3, 1, 0.04)-
DALYs (0, 0, 0)a

Neurologically intact,
unstable fracture
Maintained ASIA E

N ¼ 13
DALYs (3, 1, 0.04)-
DALYs (0, 0, 0)a

Operative Nonoperativeb Operative Nonoperativeb Operative Nonoperativeb Operative Nonoperativeb

Total costsc ($) 14004-14620 4061-4240 46212-48 246 13402-13 992 12603-13158 3655-3816 9102-9503 2640-2756
Total DALYs 348-824 414-912 711-2138 1222-2829 98-444 230-622 49-300 165-458
DALYs averted with

surgery compared to
without surgeryd

66-89 511-691 132-178 116-158

Incremental cost-
effectiveness ratio
(cost/DALY
averted)e ($)

112-158 47-67 50-71 41-58

Abbreviation: ASIA, American Spinal Injury Association.
aDisability-adjusted life-years (DALYs); DALYs (r, k, b): r is the discount rate, k is whether age-weighting was used (0 ¼ no, 1 ¼ yes), and b is the age-weighting
value. DALYs are reported as a range, where DALYs (3, 1, 0.04) is the lower limit and DALYs (0, 0, 0) is the upper limit.
b Sample sizes are from the operative group. In accordance with standard DALY analyses, the nonoperative group is a hypothetical sample representative of the
operative group had they not received surgery. Further description is provided in the article.
c Total costs presented as a range with and without a 3% annual discount rate for years 2 and 3.
dDALYs averted with surgery calculation: DALYs from nonoperative treatment minus the DALYs from operative treatment for a given scenario.
e Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio score calculation: total cost of operative treatment minus the total cost of nonoperative treatment for a given scenario,
divided by the DALYs averted of operative treatment minus DALYs averted for nonoperative treatment.
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resourced settings, the results of this pilot analysis should cau-

tiously lend empirical support to the notion that spine trauma

surgery is a priority intervention in low-income settings.

Little has been studied on the cost-effectiveness of spine

trauma surgery, even in high income countries.31-33 Chan

et al.31 reviewed the economics of acute spine trauma and

highlighted 11 cost-effectiveness studies, all from high-

income countries, 3 of which evaluated operative versus non-

operative interventions.25,26,34 These studies addressed type-II

odontoid25 and thoracolumbar fractures26,34 in neurologically

intact patients, which bears little resemblance to our popula-

tion. Comparisons with an LMIC setting also prove difficult

because previous studies compared early versus late sur-

gery35,36 or elderly versus nonelderly groups.32 Moreover,

rehabilitation services are included in many previous stud-

ies,32,36 which are underutilized in Tanzania. Even fewer stud-

ies have assessed TSI costs in an LMIC setting. In Iran,

Rahimi-Movaghar et al.18 estimated the burden of SCI, while

Moradi et al.19 estimated the burden of spine fractures without

neurologic deficit. Neither study discussed operative interven-

tion nor conducted cost-effectiveness analyses.

All 4 of our patient scenarios were deemed cost-effective,

meaning the amount of money required to avoid 1 year of ill

health due to spine trauma was below the willingness to pay

threshold of $200 per DALY averted; neurologically intact,

neurologically improved, and paraplegic patients were of the

highest value, followed by quadriplegic patients. Cost-

effectiveness of surgery in paraplegic patients was likely due

to the ability to sit up, ambulate, and engage in physiotherapy.

Without surgery and 3 months of bed rest, pressure ulcers and

infections are almost inevitable. Surgically treated quadriplegic

patients were the least cost-effective subgroup, and especially

in elderly individuals, surgical patient selection is paramount.

Conservative DWs were chosen for all 4 patient scenarios, but

especially for the neurologically improved group. We assigned

the following health weights for patients who improved to

ASIA D-E with surgery: motor impairment, moderate (DW

¼ 0.061), and musculoskeletal problems, legs, moderate

(DW ¼ 0.079) for the sensitivity analysis. With timely decom-

pression and stabilization, some patients in this group, who

often suffer incomplete spinal cord injuries, may gain complete

return of function. However, we felt it was more appropriate to

not assume return of full neurologic function. Therefore, sur-

gery for patients who have the potential to improve neurologi-

cally may be even more cost-effective than shown herein.

When taken in the context of other surgical procedures, the

cost-effectiveness of spine trauma surgery is similar to other

public health interventions in LMICs (Figure 2).15,37-40 Given

the population that spinal trauma disproportionately affects—

young, wage-earning males supporting families—providing

spine trauma surgery services for all patients, regardless of

their ability to pay, may help mitigate the overall negative

effects of spine trauma. Lastly, the cost-effectiveness of spine

trauma surgery is predicated on adequate perioperative hospital

care, including experienced anesthesia, nursing, intensive care

unit, and rehabilitation services. Spine surgery does not exist in

a vacuum, and these perioperative services are just as important

as the surgical intervention.

Considering the preliminary nature of this study, the analy-

sis is limited in several ways. First, societal/indirect costs such

as patient travel costs, time lost from work (including both

short and long-term loss of wages for nonoperative patients),

and caretaker fees could not be included due to lack of patient

and family data. We also did not have the breakdown of

patients who were in the general ward versus ICU settings to

determine cost differences between intervention groups. Addi-

tionally, postoperative costs for neck collar use, physiotherapy,

and wheelchair use could not be accounted for, thus undervalu-

ing the cost of surgery. Second, due to unequal groups, we

created a hypothetical nonoperative scenario to compare

groups of equal sizes, demographics, and spine injury types.

The hypothetical scenario, still, imperfectly represented injury

types in the nonoperative group, which had a greater number of

cervical spine injuries than the operative group, likely due to

fracture severity, poor neurologic function, complexity of sur-

gery in this region, and lack of cervical instrumentation.

$41 - $58

$47 - $67

$50 - $71

$41 - $202

$112 - $158

$86 - $205

$218 - $302

$225 - $337

$238 - 332

$799

$1,989 - $2,314

$0 $500 $1,000 $1,500 $2,000 $2,500

Surgery for TSI, unstable fracture no neurological deficit

Surgery for TSI, paraplegic

Surgery for TSI, neurologically improved

Cesarean section

Surgery for TSI, quadriplegic

Hydrocephalus treatment

Trauma care

Fracture/dislocation fixation

Rotavirus vaccination

HIV pre-exposure prophylaxis

Laser surgery for glaucoma

USD

Figure 2. Comparison of cost/DALY for various public health interventions; lower cost equates to less money required to avert a single DALY
and thus more cost-effective. DALY, disability-adjusted life-year.
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Ideally, we would have conducted a randomized controlled or

prospective trial with balanced groups of operative compared

with nonoperative care; however, this was not feasible for rea-

sons related to funding, research infrastructure, and equipment.

Despite the hypothetical scenario, real costs generated from the

nonoperative group were used to calculate the final cost-

effectiveness results. Third, we used clinical judgment to

choose imperfect DWs for each subgroup; however, sensitivity

analysis altering DWs revealed no major differences in our

overall conclusions. Exact disability quantified from spine

trauma remains unknown and is an area for further research.

Moreover, it is unknown if DWs can be universally applied to

high- and low-income countries. Though the DWs used are

the best estimates available and used heavily throughout the

literature, they may not be applicable to the specific care

provided in Tanzania. While all patients received adequate

postoperative care in the hospital, their postoperative care at

home was less controlled; thus, DWs depend heavily on ade-

quate postoperative care, which could not be guaranteed in all

settings. Lastly, though patients with complete SCI have a low

chance of recovery, they were included to measure the benefit

of stabilization and subsequent mobilization to wheelchair,

sitting up in bed, and physical therapy compared with 3

months in the supine position.

Conclusions

In comparing operative versus nonoperative treatment across 4

patient scenarios from a low-income spine trauma population,

the amount of money required to avoid 1 year of ill health due

to TSI with operative treatment compared with nonoperative

treatment was below the willingness to pay threshold of $200

per DALY averted. Surgery for neurologically intact, paraple-

gic, and neurologically improved patients had the highest eco-

nomic gains. Though the results of our pilot study require

confirmation in larger samples and should be cautiously extra-

polated to other LMICs, we provide preliminary evidence that

the upfront cost of spine trauma surgery may be offset by an

overall reduction in adverse health effects. Therefore, LMIC

governments should consider collecting more detailed cost

data, conducting more definitive cost-effectiveness studies, and

potentially including spine trauma surgery as a component of

their priority interventions for universal health care. The results

of this analysis require confirmation with additional and more

robust studies.
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